OS ARVORES—UMA CONECCAO ENTRE O PORTUGAL E O BRASIL DE ONTEM E HOJE
(The Trees—a Connection between Portugal and Brazil from Yesterday and Today)

Level: high school, 9-12 grades
Course: Portuguese I or higher

Rationale

Foreign language courses should incorporate strong content and cultural information to successful. It must go beyond labelling places and peoples to explore real historical and cultural information to develop students' understanding of the Portuguese-speaking peoples.

Portuguese is spoken by more than 170 million people worldwide, in Portugal in Europe, Brazil in Latin America, Angola and Mozambique in Africa. The spread of Portuguese is due to the early explorations and colonization by the European Portuguese. This unit challenges students, through the topic of “trees,” to examine the historical and cultural connections between Portugal and Brazil.

Time Needed

1-3 Weeks, or interspersed into a wider curriculum which might include other units of culture/history.

Materials

Handouts included in this document, reference materials, atlases, library access, Portuguese-English dictionary, internet access.
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Objectives

* Student will become familiar with the physical geography of Portugal and Brazil, with particular focus on forests;
* Student will understand the language connection between Portugal and Brazil;
* Student will explore past and present uses of forests in both Portugal and Brazil and make inquiry into how these forests have impacted the countries.

Procedures

Lesson 1: The World of the Portuguese Language

1. A Reading in Portuguese “Portugal e outras culturas” (Seabra) or similar article which discusses the use of Portuguese as a world language.

   * Provide students with a copy of the article (Handout Lesson 1-A attached).
   * As homework, students will read the article quickly for understanding of main topic.
   * In the following class, students will read out loud, taking turns, in small groups. After reading the entire article as a group, students will be assigned sections of the article (a paragraph is usually enough) which they will read to understand thoroughly and be able to explain to their entire group. (This is known as a “jigsaw” activity.)
   * Students might develop a vocabulary list of difficult or unknown words for a follow-up vocabulary quiz.

2. Brazil and Portugal—Where are they, how are they similar and different?

   * Using atlases, world almanacs, maps, internet resources, have the students compare and contrast the two most important Portuguese-speaking countries in terms of physical geography, resources, populations, indigenous/ethnic minorities, etc.
   * Provide students with a photocopy of categories, or use an overhead transparency, to research. Ask them to provide resource information as well as data. (Sample Handout Lesson 1-B follows)
   * You will want to determine how many categories to assign, which resources to use, and how much time to allot this segment.
Handout Lesson 1-B

COMPARE/CONTRAST BRAZIL & PORTUGAL

In the spaces below, list the categories suggested by your teacher and fellow students. Using as many resources as possible, collect and reference the data that you acquire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Brazil</th>
<th>Portugal</th>
<th>Resource</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area (in square feet)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political areas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population centers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Types of Vegetation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forests</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lesson 2: The Historical Connection—Brazil and Portugal

1. The Trees

Focusing on the reign of Dom Dinis, son of Afonso III of Portugal, use Dos Passos’ *The Portugal Story*, Chapter 5 to explore the persona of Dom Dinis, a man ahead of his times. Dom Dinis was responsible for a reforestation effort, along with his wife, Dona Isabel. He was a visionary, but also a practical man. His reforestation efforts, support of the trades, enabled the eventual Portuguese discoveries, because the Portuguese were subsequently able to support the construction of an extensive maritime force of “caravels.”

Later, Prince Henry, the Navigator, takes advantage of this wealth of wood, economic factors and societal changes to push Portugal to the forefront of expansion and discovery. Again, use Dos Passos’ book to present the “persona” of Dom Henriques (*The Portugal Story*, Cap. 3).

* Portuguese students will read Handouts “A expansao, uma saida para a crise” to use foreign language vocabulary acquisition skills.
* Have students research and report on topics related to the Portuguese discoveries, such as Dom Denis, Henry the Navigator, Caravel ships, Early Portuguese Discoveries, or others that come to mind.
* Consider posing the question about what modern thinkers/leaders are creating opportunities for tomorrow’s discoveries?
2. Brazil Wood?

* How did the area we know now as Brazil get its name? Who discovered it and when? Use Smith's book Explorers of the Amazon, Chapter 1, to introduce Pedro Cabral's discovery of Brazil and subsequent naming.
* What is brazil wood and why is it important, or is it? Why was brazil wood prized in its day? Does it still have any economic value in the world market? What kind of product is harvested today from the forests of Brazil?
* What about the rain forest? Consider showing a film here on the rainforest of Brazil. Check with your district film catalog, or ask your social studies teachers. This would be a good opportunity to connect with the Internet sources either independently or as a class. Most libraries now carry extensive resources and museums often feature displays.

Lesson 3. What similar issues do Brazil and Portugal share today? What role do "trees" play in their common concerns/problems?

As the world approaches the year 2000, no country can ignore its own history as it considers the challenges of the future. We are all facing a critical turn where our past use of resources and our current planning will determine our ability to survive.

Use this lesson as a time to research forestation, the Amazon Basin, the issues of population migration, forest management, climatic changes (drought in Brazil/Portugal), dependence on a single economy, or world political issues etc. The resources here could be videos, news broadcasts, journalism articles, internet resources from Lynx, WWW, subscription databases, etc.

Grouping the class into teams facilitates research. Have each team select a particular topic to compare and contrast. Since this is a language class, I would want to find as many resources as possible in Portuguese. Internet would be my tool of choice, since I have access to it along with my students. If you have time, you can plan to contact the Organization of American States, embassies, tourist offices, and similar agencies. Students could prepare visual displays of their information.
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